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Introduction
Firstly congratulations on taking up the challenge of running an Endurance Ride, it is
because of hard working people like yourself the sport has grown to the spectacle
that is today.
This Rulebook has been designed to be used a guide and as reference material for
Endurance ride organisers and committees new and old in New South Wales as help
in the sometimes daunting task of running an endurance ride.
This handbook should be used in conjunction with the latest version of the A.E.R.A.
(Australian Endurance Riders Association) Rulebook, which takes precedent over
anything in this handbook.
All affiliated endurance riding events run in New South Wales must be run and
organised in accordance with the above mentioned Rule book and Endurance NSW
procedures and policies, which are explained in this document.
The document was originally created by Margret Godbee and a subcommittee of the
NSWERA. This document contains some of the original material as well as information
added from a variety of sources, referenced in Part 5.
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Part 1 – Setting Up A Club & The
Initial Planning Process
Ideally 9-12 months before the event

Requirements of the Ride Organising Club
All affiliated endurance events must be run by an incorporated body. For information on what
an incorporated association is, how to form an association and what is required of an
incorporated association please go to the NSW Government Fair Trading’s “Incorporating an
Association” website and to the Ausport website. This may seem daunting, but is a very
simple process.
A ride may be run by a subcommittee of an association, so if you feel you may not have the
resources to become an incorporated association, or do not plan on running annual events
talk to your Zone Committee as you may be able to run your ride as part of their association,
or another larger club that may be close by.
The club also needs to fill out an application for a Certificate Of Currency each year the club
intends on running affiliated endurance events. For more information, see AERA Rulebook.
This is done once the course is set as the landowners need to be named.

Ride Organising Committee
The ride organising committee can be as small or as large as you like, remember “many
hands make light work”. Generally to ensure a ride runs well the following core positions are
needed for the planning process in the months before the event;
 Ride Director/President
 Ride Secretary
 Treasurer
 Course Director
 Biosecurity Manager
The ride Committees initial meeting should hope to achieve who is in these positions and also
develop a brief timeline of when things should be happening.

Pre-Planning
To




start the planning process the ride committee needs to decide;
How long/what sort of a ride they want to run
Ideal base location
Where the course is going to go

Once these things have been decided, the committee needs to talk to the ride base venue’s
managers and also to the tracks’ owners or managers to work out a date that all is available.
It is recommended to decide on at least 2 dates that suits all parties involved. The Ride
committee then needs to complete the Ride Booking Form and submit for approval.
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Booking the Event




Decide on date and back up date.
Send the completed a Ride Booking Form to the Endurance NSW secretariat.
The club will receive confirmation that the form has been received.

Following the next Endurance NSW State Management Committee (SMC) meeting the ride
committee will receive a notice of approval or will be asked to submit a different date. If the
latter is the case, the person on the SMC in charge of the calendar will be in consultation with
the Ride committee to help reach a date that suits everyone.

Checklist 1 – Initial Planning
Is your committee◻ Its own incorporated club?
Incorporated club name:

Incorporation number:

◻ Working as part of another club’s or zone’s incorporation and just running as a ride
committee?
Incorporated club:

Does your committee have-

President or Ride Director? ☑☒Name:...............................
Secretary?

☑☒Name:................................

Ride Base?

☑☒Location:.............................

Idea of a Course?

☑☒

Have you lodged a ride booking form with Endurance NSW?

☑☒

Did Endurance NSW approve one of your dates?

☑☒

Have you booked the Ride base?

☑☒
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Part 2- The Planning Stage
Ideally 6-12 months before the event

The more effort that gets put into the ride at this stage, the easier and less stressful the ride
will be for the ride organisers.

Booking and Notifying
Once the Ride Committee has received the confirmation back from the Endurance NSW SMC
that the ride dates have been approved the Ride Committee can then go ahead and:
 Book the ride base
 Start confirming the track with property owners/State Forests/National Parks
 Organise a Head Vet List of Head Vets
 Organise a Chief Steward List of Chief Stewards
 Organise a Sponsor ship program
 Consider if you will offer buckles or another prize for completions
 Decide what prizes are going to be give for placing, etc (AERA Rulebook cl 20)
 Book portable toilets, lights and generator if needed
 Prepare a ride preview for the local feed merchants, saddleries etc and Endurance NSW
website and newsletter. Begin a Facebook page or group to advertise your event
 Notify local Police of event, see sample letter to Police page 37
 Notify local Ambulance of Event, see sample Letter to Ambulance page 36
 Notify local council of event (you may be required to submit a development application for
the event)
 Start to organise people to help on the day (office volunteers, camp organiser, TPR’s, fire
brigade for water, gate and checkpoint staff), see Volunteers and Personnel page 15
 Start organising a food van if required
 Start to prepare a budget
And do not forget the
 RISK MANAGEMENT PLAN – Every ROC must complete a Risk Management Plan.
and the
 AERA Biosecurity Statement. Please read this document and discuss it with your Head Vet,
Biosecurity and Chief Steward.
1

Both of these documents are found on the AERA website.
The recommended Vet fees are published on the NSW and AERA website. Although Chief
Stewards are not paid as such, it is expected that they will be suitably accommodated, fed and
watered for the duration of the event, and suitably recompensed for their travel. Please discuss
this with the Chief Steward when organising your event. Any other key personnel, such as the
ride entry/computer person, that travel distances may also be appreciative of recompense.
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Checklist 2 - 6 Month Pre-Ride
Item

Due Date

What

1

NOW

Ride Booked with Endurance NSW

2

NOW

BASE BOOKED

3

ASAP

COURSE PLANNING

4

Start
assessing
Risks

Risk Management Plan, this will
evolve as the course, camp,
facilities etc is planned

5

ASAP

HEAD VET
Other vets:1
2
3

6

ASAP

CHIEF STEWARD

7

Ongoing

BIOSECURITY MANAGER needs to
be aware of where horses
originate from, HHD’s taken at
point of entry to base or ride
entry, quarantine area and plan if
issues arise

8

Ongoing

SPONSORSHIP

9

NOW

PRIZES QUOTED

10

NOW

QUOTES FOR HIRE EQUIPMENT

11

Ongoing

HIRE EQUIPMENT BOOKED

12

NOW

FOOD VAN/CAMP MOTHER

13

NOW

PRIZES ORDERED

14

NOW

RIDE PREVIEW SENT TO
ENDURANCE NSW and ideally
ride facebook group or page
started

15

NOW

NOTIFY POLICE

16

NOW

NOTIFY AMBULANCE

17

NOW

Ist AID OFFICER/KIT

18

NOW

NOTIFY COUNCIL

19

NOW

BUDGET PREPARED
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Organising Stage
6-1 month before the event

By the end of this stage ideally everything but the course marking and setting up of the Base
camp should be completed.

The Course
The Course Director is probably the most important person for the ride. A bad course with
poor marking will result in bad memories in competitor’s minds and, for ride committees
looking at running annual events, changing that reputation is hard to overcome.
The course director should try to come up with a proposed course early in the planning
process to allow for plenty of time for measuring, marking and changing any areas that may
be of concern.
The course legs should be in a cloverleaf formation, in that each leg finishes at the base camp
where it started from. Fire trails, paper roads and bush trails are great to use as they
generally have not many other road users. While planning the course it is very important that
the ride director records the names of all property owners and gains their permission to use
their properties.
Taking into account the initial Planning of the course that has already been done; the course
director now needs to:
 Confirm written permission has been received from relevant authorities – local council,
state forests, plantation growers etc.
 Confirm all landowners have given the ok and their names are recorded on the Certificate
of Currency application
 Produce a map of the course
 Organise a working bee to repair any damaged tracks, clear logs and fallen trees
 Asses how much of the ride has vehicular access – can you attend/rescue an injured
rider/horse, are warning signs needed etc. Don’t forget to mention at pre-ride talk.
 Think about common tracks - will the riders be going in the same direction (is signage
clear), will this impact with introductory/intermediate riders, is there enough room to
pass, is it over a reasonable surface etc
 Assess the difficulty of the ride, is it in the beginning of the riding year, the probable
weather conditions, is it suitable for novice horses and riders, etc
 Work out where water is needed, source water containers if needed, have buckets with
ropes tied to them for dams and find a person or group (i.e. fire brigade) to transport
water. Remember water is required to be at least every 10km on track, and the first water
point for the subsequent legs must be between 3 and 5 km from the start
 Measure the course from start to finish, taking note of where 5km (ideally), 10km
(compulsory) markers and other signage needed will be placed. The AERA Rulebook Table
6 defines the ride distance and leg requirements for standard vetting, Table 9 for VGIH.
 Organise where road signs will be, and caution signs for any hazard areas are well marked
(be aware of changing light/weather conditions)
 Organise people that are needed for course obstacles such as grids, gates etc
 Organise people to do the checkpoints, check communications work from the checkpoint
locations to base
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Record the names of the people, tell them when and where they are needed as people are
more likely to turn up if they know what they will be doing. If possible, have at least 2
people (3 or more if a major CP or hazard) for company and if there is a situation
Borrow or purchase arrows/glowsticks for the ride found on the AERA website.
Make sure the club has enough signs to
▪ Mark the entire course
▪ Alert other road users of the event
▪ Provide signs to base camp
▪ Mark hazards/water etc
Organise a rescue float to be used on the day and also a driver for it, remember if it is a
child being picked up, there needs to be 2 people with the child at all times
Familiarise the other Ride Organisers with the entire course so that there is always
someone on base with a strong knowledge of these details
Prepare a brief course description for the pre-ride talk. Don’t use local road names or
areas as nobody will know what you mean, instead use distances to describe certain
hazards “about 1km past the 20km marker is a filled in cattle grid, the gate is on the left
hand side, it is marked with 2 cautions”.

Online Booking Sytems (Trybooking)
Many rider organisers have been using online pre paid systems to help them secure accurate
rider numbers, access payment prior to the event day to cover costs, and as a way to
communicate with riders in the lead up to their event. NSWERA endorses the use of pre paid
entries and will support RO's in using them.
There are many options available, but Trybooking is the system favoured by most
committees as it is cheap, reliable and easy to use.
Here is some general information on Trybooking:
1) Trybooking is free to join. http://www.trybooking.com/default.html There are no
ongoing costs or membership fees
2) Cost. Trybooking charges 0.30c per transaction (automatically added to the cost entered
by you). For some credit cards there is a 2.1% credit card fee (paid by the user). These fees
are the only fees.
3) Set Up. Set up can be as simple or complex as you like. We suggest publishing the event
schedule and any other key details (address, catering, HHD requirements, ride start, leg
distances, a bit about the course) on trybooking so it can act as a mini website for your
event. You need to of course know what ticket options you are selling and the pricing on
these tickets. Will you take on the day entries? Will entries close and if so by when, etc. All
good to publicise. Search “endurance” on Trybooking and you’ll see event examples you
might want to replicate.
4) What info do you want from your riders? This is really up to you! RO's have in the
past recreated the entire ride entry form through trybooking. However, due to the complex
nature of ride entry forms and the frequency with which horses and riders are swapped, a
simpler approach is to keep the information collected to the automated fields (i.e, rider name,
event entered) but ask riders to email a completed entry form to your prior to the ride so you
can begin your AERA SPACE data entry.
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Make sure you flag with riders if they need to bring a printed copy as well as submit one
online!
5) Refunds. Riders simply email you with the details from their confirmation email, you login
and enter their name in the refund section and select how much to refund. It's quick and
easy! NSWERA has outlined a policy on refunds which it encourages you to adopt. Please see
NSWERA’.
6) Obtaining the money. When you set the account up it links to a bank account nominated
by you. To access money you just log in and select to transfer to your nominated account. It
takes about 48 hours to clear into the account.
7) Outputting entrant information. You can run many different report options showing
you entries, contact details, amount taken, how many in each ride and so on. This is a good
way to stay on top of what is going on with your ride entries and income.
SET UP ADVICE:
There are several different approaches but we this one works well.
Create your event homepage details as you like - this is the front page of your trybooking
and can be a mini website.
Then from the trybooking main page select “SESSION TIMES”.
A session time lets you separate your ride events so you can run a report and see who has
entered which event. If you don’t create separate session times you will just get one list of
names without knowing who is in which event.
Once in “SESSION TIMES” select “ADD” to create a new session. Name it after your event
(i.e, 20k ride) and make the start time the start of your event. You can also set the booking
start and end date to close entries whenever you like (one week before the event is advised).
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Once you have you session times added return to the main screen. You now need to set up
your prices to add to your session times.
Go to “PRICING SCHEMA”

Once in PRICING SCHEMA add pricing groups for each event. ie, 20k ride would have a 20k
entry option with and without day entry, perhaps with or without camping, 80k might have
junior discount or Zone Discount. After you have created your pricing schema you will link
them to your session times.
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Return to your home screen and go back into “SESSION TIMES”.One by one select your
sessions and click the third tab along, “PRICING SCHEMA”.

Now click the drop down menu and add your relevant pricing schema to your relevant session
time (ie, 20k ride session time links to 20k ride pricing schema).
Now your sessions are linked to the relevant pricing schema! Note:ignore the allocation
section, it isn’t relevant for endurance rides :)
Once people start to enter you can see who has entered each ride by running “BOOKING
LIST” reports. This will show you who has entered which ride.
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All other information (ie, event homepage, confirmation email, etc) will apply to each session
automatically.

WHEN IT COMES TO GETTING YOUR MASTER LISTS FOR THE RIDE:
You can use your booking list, or it you need additional info - on the main page scroll down to
“REPORTS”. Select “EXPORT DATA”

This will let you export your data as an excel file. You can choose how much detail you like.
For most rides event name, entrant name and surname, number of tickets and (importantly!)
ticket type. This is also how you find info such as who has indicated they want dinner,
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powered site, etc.

Promotion of the Event
Naturally, the amount of effort that is put into promoting the event will be shown in the
amount of people that show up on the day. There are two stages of promoting, attracting the
interest and then capitalising on the attracted interest.
Great ways to attract interest in your ride may be:
 Complete the Flyer from Endurance NSW and publish online and at relevant local
businesses
 Set up your own Facebook or group and publish regular updates
 Getting the local paper to run a story in the lead up to the event
 Talking, giving a demonstration or giving flyers to other local horse groups i.e.pony clubs,
trail riding clubs
 Ride previews in Endurance NSW newsletter, website and Facebook, 2-4 months before
ride
 Also, remember to remind people in your publicity that ALL horses in ALL rides need a
Health Declaration Form (NSWERA/Forms/Horses) as per AERA Biosecurity Statement
(AERA Rules and Policies)
Once you have the attention of people interested in attending, you will need to direct them
somewhere to capitalise on their interest. Have a phone number or email for the person in
charge of the promotion of the event on all advertising and;
 Create a Facebook page or group for the event
 Create a website for the event – or use your Trybooking page!
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Place a ride preview in the NSWERA newsletter
Ensure the NSWERA web administrator has your ride preview to publish online on the
NSWERA website and Facebook.

Sponsorship
Sponsorship is a great way to keep the ride budget healthy and also promote the event.
Remember to look after the sponsor as you are not only representing your club and event but
also the sport. For an example of a Successful Sponsorship Program, see page 34.

Volunteers and Personnel
As has been said earlier, “many hands make light work”, and volunteers will provide an
immeasurable amount of relief to the ride organising committee both on course and in base.
Volunteers will more likely show up on the day if they know of the job that they will be doing,
so when organising the volunteers try to tell them what job you have lined up for them.
Jobs that will need volunteers are:
 Campsite organiser
 Gate stewards
 Checkpoint operators
 Rescue float drivers – (need 2 people to be present if it is a junior being picked up)
 First Aid officer
 Communications – WICEN, RFS/SES may also provide 1st aid officer
 Office Staff – (ideally 3/4 people if using Trybooking, 5/6 without Trybooking, including
AERA space/computer entry people, weigh steward)
 Time-keepers (at least 2)
 Pencillers for the vets
 TPRs (1 per vet)
 Log book runners (preferably 1 per 2 vets)
You will also need to organise veterinarians to assist the Head Vet. One of these needs to be
in charge of any treatments, so be clear on the identification of that vet and who is
responsible for the cost and supply of vet equipment.
The Rulebook (cl 15) specifies the vet to horse ratio for standard vetting - a minimum of 2 vets for the first 60 horses or part thereof, and then
1 vet for every additional 30 horses,
 VGIH - a minimum of 2 vets for the first 30 horses or part thereof, and then 1 vet for
every additional 30 horses,
 When more than 3 vets are required to meet the vet/horse ratio, then the vet team will
include at least 3 accredited vets, and
 For rides of 120km or more a separate additional treatment vet is required to be
present at the ride base.
For ALL events (including intro and intermediate ride only events) the Head Vet MUST be an
accredited Vet.
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Awards and Prizes
All successful riders in all rides must receive a completion award. A typical standard
completion award for an 80km event is in the form of a belt-buckle. Introductory and
intermediate rides can be whatever the ride organisers decide from certificates or trophies to
grooming kits - all put smiles on competitors. See cl 20 for more information on awards.
Awards can be awarded for anything the ride committee comes up with, is a great way to
attract sponsors.
The AERA Rulebook states that the ride is won by the 1st Middleweight or Heavyweight rider.
Line honours go to the first rider and horse combination from any riding division to
successfully complete an endurance or marathon ride – the value of these awards shall be
lesser than the value of awards provided to the winner of the ride.
Rugs, saddle blankets, halters, feed and trophies are all great ideas for placing’s and is how a
lot of ride Committees identify their individuality.
The AERA Rulebook also requires a Best Conditioned (BC) award in each riding division in
every endurance ride (i.e. 80k+) award.
A single Best Managed (BM) award shall be presented for a marathon ride, and may present a
BM award for introductory, intermediate, micro-marathon and endurance rides.

Ride Stationary
Approximately 3 months before the event, you will receive a Biosecurity pack. This contains
the AERA Biosecurity Statement, Horse Health Declarations for Riders and Ride Organisers
and the NSW DPI Biosecurity Guidelines. Please read this and be aware of where your riders
and horses will be originating from. This will define the number of days the temperature log
will be taken coming up to the event. It also describes what is needed for a quarantine area –
ideally set up before the event – and what will need to be done if there is a biosecurity issue.
Approximately 1 month before your event, your ride secretary will receive a ride folder from
Endurance NSW; it will contain all the paperwork that is needed for your event. The ride
secretary will need to copy the entry forms and day membership forms for the ride. It’s a
great idea to write the ride name, date and entry fees on the entry and membership forms
before copying. It’s also a good idea to copy all the other forms in the folder and have spares
of the important ones in case some are lost or used. The folder will also contain cards for day
members and time slips for the timekeepers to give to the riders.
If you choose to use pre-paid nominations, you will have riders email addresses, so the Ride
Secretary can send the rider all the information required, such as the entry form and the
Horse Health Declaration. The entry form can be completed and returned to the Ride
Secretary so that the information can be entered into the database, and then printed off and
signed by the rider and taken to the ride. The Pre-Paid Nomination Policy can be found on the
website NSWERA/Forms/RideOrganisers.
Each Zone also has a computer that has AERAspace installed; this is the program that is used
to store all the ride data. If the ride secretary intends on being the operator of the computer
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it is essential that they sit in at another ride and see how the program works and how to
handle problems.
It is very important that the computer is connected to the internet the night before
entries are taken so that any update scan be applied. The ride secretary will need to
contact the local zone to organise getting and giving back the computer. If preferred,
AERAspace can be downloaded to your own laptop.
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Checklist 3 - 1 Month Pre-Ride Goals
Yes

No

Started

6 Month checklist completed
Promoted in local area
Letter drop for local residents
Course Finalised – (see 2nd page)
Biosecurity Manager (Quarantine Bay and plan)
Organise Emergency Plan
Enough signs and arrows to mark entire course
Water manager for camp/track enough
troughs/bucket (for dams)?
Prizes have arrived or ordered
Enough tents/tables/chairs arranged
Hire Equipment confirmed? Picked up by:
Ride Stationary folder received
Ride Computer, scales and scanner received
Entry Forms and Day Membership forms copied
Vets and Chief Steward accommodation arranged
TPRS sourced (not needed for VGIH)
Pencillers and log book runners
Weigh and time stewards,
Checkpoints identified and allocated personnel
Volunteers sourced and allocated jobs
Food Van
Catering for volunteers or food van tab?
First aid person and current 1st aid kit
Check for hazards on course and ride base

Is a generator required? Hire? Petrol?
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Checklist 4 –The Course
Land owners:
Name

Contact

Leg

Special Requirements

Number of Checkpoint and Locations:
Leg 1 CP1

Leg 2 CP5

CP 2

CP6

CP3

CP7

CP4

CP8

Where do km/hazard/roadsigns markers go?
5km

10km

15km

20km

25km

30km

35km

40km

45km

50km

55km

60km

65km

70km

75km

80km

Caution

Hazard

Caution

Road Xing

Water

Road Xing
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Permission √ X

Final Planning and Checking
1 month and up to the day before the ride

Marking the course
When to mark the course is up to the ride committee. Keep in mind that if the ride is taking
place in a populated area or if a strong storm occurs that arrows will go missing and will need
to be checked and replaced immediately before the ride.
Remember you must use AERA markers - these can be ordered from the AERA website.
Guidelines for marking the course can be found here. Course requirements can be found cl 17
in the Rulebook.

Guidelines for Course Marking
NO RIDER SHOULD EVER GET LOST DUE TO POOR TRACK MARKING
❖ Official AERA arrows and course markers must be used.
➢ 1st Leg - Red
➢ 2nd Leg – Black
➢ 3rd Leg – Blue
➢ 4th Leg – Green
➢ 5th Leg – Purple
➢ 6th Leg – Hollow Black (White)
➢ Common parts of legs – Orange C
➢ Wrong way/Blocker - Red X
➢ Caution - Black Triangle
➢ Distance markers
❖ Any arrows and signs on parts of the course that will be ridden in non-daylight hours need
to include reflective material.
❖ It is recommended to have arrows before, at and after any intersection.
❖ When using part of the course that is used on multiple legs it is recommended to use
common arrows (orange C) and advise riders of this. If using individual arrows all the leg
arrows MUST be placed together i.e. creating a totem pole.
❖ Wrong ways and tracks that are not part of the course should be marked with a Red “X”
blocker and an arrow on the correct track in sight of the blocker. A line of white lime also
works well.
❖ On long stretches of roads or trails “comfort” arrows should be placed every 750m-1km.
❖ Hazards should be clearly marked with caution signs and warning light if at night.
❖ If a section is not accessible by float, this must be indicated, and have at least one
manned CP.
❖ Stock grids need to be manned during non-daylight hours.
❖ Water that is off track needs to be marked.
❖ Distance markers MUST be placed every 10km and it is recommended every 5km.
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Water on Course
Water containers and water troughs on course should be put out the day before and filled.
Clearly identify which ones can be used for strapping.
Ideally use water troughs as large as possible for bio-security and also to reduce the amount
of work and traffic on course during the ride.
Water must be not further than 10km apart on course.
On subsequent legs the 1stwater point must be between 3km and 5km of the start
of that leg (cl 17.2 in the Rulebook).

Setting up the Ride-Base
The ride base should be set up before any competitors arrive. Roadways, hazards, access
ways, office and vetting (and quarantine) areas and the course should be roped off as soon
as possible so nobody parks in the way (cl 18 in the Rulebook).
When designing the ride base keep in mind:
 If the HHD’s are collected at the entry to the ride base, any horse with a suspect
temperature is checked by the designated vet before entering the ride base. There will
need to be adequate space for vehicles to be park whilst allowing others to enter or leave
the ride base. (NOTE: The opening of the ride base needs to be manned and managed
appropriately if it is deemed necessary to collect HHD’s at the entry point).
 If these are collected at ride entry, an isolation area must be identified that will minimise
the effect and spread of the disease ie at least 5m way from any infrastructure/water
source, ability to limit access/prevent access by any person not directed by the vet or
Chief Steward, dogs and horses. See the AERA Biosecurity Statement.
 Office, vetting and timekeepers location- log books need to be transported from the
timekeepers to the vets and to the office and then back to the timekeepers throughout the
ride, so the closer these 3 places are the easier it is on the people moving the logbooks.
 A treatment area for horses requiring care SEPARATE TO AN ISOLATION AREA.
 Portable toilet location-be sure to spread them out as much as possible but keep 1 or 2
close and handy to benefit the volunteers and workers in the office and vetting areas.
 Water locations – more taps or tanks around base means less carrying water for your
competitors.
 Clear access ways for vehicles and horses.
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Checklist 5 - Night Before Base Opens
□ Ride Base is clearly marked from major roads
□ Office, vetting, quarantine area and track are roped/taped off so no one can park in those
areas
□ Roadways and camp sites are visible
□ Toilets are in place and full of toilet paper and water
□ Communal water is spread out and full
□ Final marking/course jobs are sorted
□ Volunteer’s campsites or yards are reserved
□ Day parking area is defined
□ Generator has enough petrol for the weekend
□ Food and drinks available for volunteers and on course

Checklist 6 - Night Before Ride Starts
□ Chief steward has inspected the course and marking
□ All water points on track have been filled
□ Gate sitters/Checkpoint people (with rider no lists for each leg)/course marshals have been
briefed on their job and have necessary equipment (lollies/water) for the ride including:
1. What time to be in position
2. How to get to their position – avoid the course if possible
3. Who and how to contact in an emergency
4. What time they are needed
5. What to take with them.
□ Wake up call: Time:………
Person:……………………………….
□ Course/arrow inspector/glow stick installer:………………………………….
□ Marshalling area is clear
□ All entries are in computer with no outstanding problems
□ Vetting team and time keepers are aware of what time 1st horses are expected.
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Part 3 – On The Day
Roles – Day Before Ride
Ride Director/Club President
Welcome volunteers and officials, give volunteers a brief on their job, safety instructions and
ask them to sign the volunteer log
 Make sure there is enough volunteers that have turned up
 Be on hand on “put out any fires” – fix any problems that may arise
 Help out anyone that needs a hand
 Make sure the Chief Steward has enough TPR’S and the vets are happy
 Answer any questions
Course Director
 Ensure the track is completely marked and km markings are accurate
 Be aware of changing weather/light conditions
 Take the Chief Steward on a tour of the track to inspect the conditions markings and
terrain
 Show Checkpoint personnel and Course Stewards where they need to go and when
 Organise the riders water, horse hay etc. to go out with the checkpoint people
 Ensure all locked gates are unlocked
 Ensure all the water on track is full and accessible
Ride Secretary
 Ensure computer connected to AERAspace the night before and is fully charged
 Oversee the entries procedure
 Ensure there is enough entry and day membership forms out for competitors
 Enter data into AERASPACE computer program
Campsite Manager
Have a friendly outgoing person to look after the campsite for the weekend, they need to
 Make sure no one parks and sets up their camps on roadways or too close to the
vetting/office/start areas
 Ensure a quarantine area is suitably situated – BE familiar with the AERA Biosecurity
Statement
 Be aware of hazards and mark/fence off
 Be aware of weather/light conditions
 Make sure there is plenty of water available around camp all weekend
 Make sure portable toilets don’t run out of water or toilet paper
Biosecurity Manager
 Aware of any potential biosecurity issues
 Ensure riders are aware of the required HHD to be used
 Consult NSWERA Biosecurity Officer
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Office Procedure
The office is where riders come and enter into the ride. It is generally the first interaction
competitors have with the ride organizers, so friendly outgoing people to look after the office
is essential. Trybooking makes it simpler and means you only need two/three people, as
there is no money to deal with, unless taking entries on the day.
Without Trybooking: Try to have at least 4 people working the office for a ride of about 100120 competitors. Before starting entries place entry forms, day membership forms and
instructions on how to fill out the forms on tables with pens and chairs for people to fill out. It
is also a good idea to have the leg length, colours, start and finish time, novice time
displayed. Ensure you have petty cash for change and receipt book.
1st




Person
Weighs riders, records weight on entry form, logbook and weigh sheet.
Provides rider with bib number based on weight, division and what ride they are entering.
HHD’s may be collected at ride base entry and the temperature checked before the horse
is allowed entry to the base. These are later attached to the entry form. However, if the
Head Vet and Biosecurity Manager agree there is minimal biosecurity threat, then the HHD
can be taken at ride entry, but must be checked. If the temperature is above 38◦,
then the Head Vet and Biosecurity Manager must be notified immediately.

2nd Person
 Checks entry form, cross checking membership number with current membership card
 Ensures Horse registration, rider age, horse rest periods (time between rides), rest orders
etc
 Fills out log book and checks if horse registration sticker in back of book is current
 Checks the endurance status of the horse (previous ride vetouts, 13 mth rule)
 Collects Horse Health Declaration (HHD) and attach to ride entry form - 1 horse per form
 Notifies Head Vet/CS of any abnormal temperature (usually over 38.5ºC, check with Head
Vet before taking entries)
 Sends entry form to the ride computer to be entered in.
3rd Person
 Collects entry fees and issues receipt, keeping a record of all income.
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TPR/Vetting Procedure
In Australia there are 2 different types of Vetting Procedures:
Standard AERA vetting
 At the pre-ride vet inspection only, the TPR’S check the horse temperature, pulse and
respiration before presenting to the vet for the metabolic inspection and run out.
 When horses finish each leg they are given a time-slip from the timekeepers that has the
time they crossed the finish line, the time they must present to the vet ring (half hour
after they cross the line) and the time they can go back out onto track (half an hour after
successful vetting).
Ride No In Time Vet Time Out Time
49



10.03

10.33

11.03

TPR stewards check the horses pulse before the vet inspects the horse.

Vet-Gate-Into-Hold (VGIH)
 TPR’s are not used for VGIH, the vets do the total assessment.
 When the horses finish each leg, they are given a time slip with the time they crossed the
line and the time they must present to the vets by (half an hour later).
 The horse is considered in “ride time” until he presents to the “VET IN” gate to be vetted –
the Vet In time is recorded on the time slip.
 The horse must satisfy the heart rate criteria within the present time, and have a
maximum of two attempts to pass the heart rate criteria.
 The horse is only permitted 1 attempt on the final leg.
 When the horse passes the vet inspection, he presents to the ”VET OUT” gate and the hold
time and time out is written on the time slip.
 The horse and rider cannot begin the next leg until the expiration of the hold time for that
leg.
 The ride time on the final leg is when the horse is timed in off the final leg.
 Refer to guidelines (cl 6) in the AERA Rulebook for ride distance, number of legs and leg
distances, maximum leg distance, heart rates, definitions and guidelines on how to
calculate and set hold times.

Pre-Ride Talk
Should be hosted by the Ride Organiser/Club President with short speeches from:
 Course Director
 Chief Steward
 Head Vet
Guidelines for Pre-Ride Talk - President
 Welcome and thank everyone for coming
 Introduce yourself and the ride committee and officials
 Thank major sponsors
 Camp Site rules i.e. take rubbish home, pile manure for collection, if camp fires are
allowed, all dogs on leashes, turn off generators
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Number of entries in each ride and division
Time of presentation
Wake up call time
Procedure to get log book back if leaving early (leave money for logbook postage if
applicable)
Ask for questions at the end of the pre-ride.

Guideline for Pre-Ride Talk – Chief Steward
 Official Time and phone number
 Start Times, all out within 15”
 Explain where the roll call will take place at the start of the ride.
 Minimum and maximum riding times
 Early vetting allowances/80k riders get priority/no dogs, feed or cameras in vet area
 VGIH Hold times for each leg and compulsory represents
 NO whips, spurs, crops or standard martingales are allowed
 Ask riders to call their numbers loudly and clearly at checkpoints and timekeepers and
wait to hear them back
 When riders are required to weigh in
 Manners on track, ride to the left, water manners
 Fast horses respect and be friendly to slower riders, call out when passing – slow horses
give way to faster one
 If you call for a float, please stay where you are and don’t forget to present to the vets
when you return
 Horses that kick have red ribbons in their tails, stallions have blue in mane AND tail
 Advise riders of any special rules
 You must appeal a decision before leaving the vet ring
 If you wish to withdraw, you must do so before due out, otherwise you need to represent
to the vet and successfully pass before withdrawing
 If you require any assistance on track, strappers first check with the Chief Steward before
leaving to go on track
 Ensure all TPR’s and vets names are recorded
Guidelines for Novice Rider Talk
 Explain leg no and colour, novice times (should be an average speed - no one waiting at
the gate early of time)
 Explain how the vetting procedure works and heart rate limits
 Explain how the timekeeping and hold time works
 Suggest difficult horses wait for the main bunch of horses to leave and get out of sight
before leaving
 Repeat manners, CP
 Ride on the left of the tracks
 Let faster horses past
 Remind them if they need help or are concerned about anything to ask for help or advice
 Introduce Vets and invite comments
Guidelines for Pre-Ride Talk – Course Director
 Give a brief description of the course – Don’t use local names, keep it simple not to
confuse riders. Point out how far along big climbs up or down are and water
points/strapping points
 Explain the markings of each leg, colours, types etc. have examples to show if possible
 Warn of any hazards, road xings - HORSES not cars stop
 Ask riders to bring back what they take out, no rubbish on track
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Advise whether a farrier is available
Tell riders where the checkpoints are located (distance) and if refreshments are available
or if they need to take their own water
Ask riders to spread out coming into checkpoint

Day of the Ride
Ride Director/Club President
 Assist Chief Steward with the start
 Assist Course Director wherever needed
 Ensure timekeepers are set up and know what they are doing
 Be on hand to help any day riders that may be doing their first introductory ride
 Be on hand to facilitate introductory ride pre-ride talks, ride start and presentation
 Fix any problems that arise
Ride Secretary
 Enter data to AERAspace from log books after horses have been vetted
 Organise presentations and prizes, have log books ready to be given back
 Ensure all volunteers names and addresses are recorded
Course Director
 Ensure all track personnel are on track before riders (have CP lists, water, lollies)
 Liaise with checkpoints to maintain accurate guide of where all competitors are
 Ensure track personnel get food
 Ensure nobody gets lost
 Make sure all gates are closed once the last horse has been through and no livestock have
gotten out of properties
 Instruct Horse Float driver and Chief Steward of any riders that are withdrawing on track
and their location
 Ensure all track personnel have returned to base when last rider through

Best Conditioned Workouts
The AERA Rulebook requires a Best Conditioned (BC) award in each riding division in every
endurance ride (i.e. 80km+) award (cl 20.6). The first 5 successful riders in each riding
division shall be eligible to present for BC. However, for endurance rides of 120kms or less,
where a rider is more than 1.5 hours behind the first successful horse in their riding division,
the Chief Steward may elect not to invite the rider to present for BC judging. (cl 20.7)
For rides of 160km or more, after a gait examination in hand, horses shall be presented
under saddle and should be held on the day following the completion of the ride.
Where BC is judged under saddle, the horse must be ridden by the rider that rode the horse
in the ride and must carry in the BC workout the minimum weight for that riding division (cl
20.12).
A single Best Managed (BM) award shall be presented for a marathon ride, and may be
presented for introductory, intermediate, micro-marathon and endurance rides (cl 10.15).
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The AERAspace computer supplied to your ride does the calculations. In the Ride Stationary
folder is a chart for the vets to complete during the best conditioned workouts, enter the
scores into AERAspace and it will work out the results.

Presentation
The Presentation is a great way to thank everyone for coming and supporting your event.
Keep in mind that competitors have had a long day and have a long drive to get home. A
quick presentation can be the icing on a great weekend!
Here are a few tips:








Try to be as close to the time set for presentation as possible – have a dedicated person
set this up
If possible have introductory and intermediate ride presentations earlier in the day
Thank everybody who came and helped, try not to list names as you will always forget
someone!
Have a helper put out all the prizes beforehand and get them to make a list of who is
getting what
Place log books in placing order, from slowest time to fastest time
If Sponsors are present ask them to present the award they sponsored, if not be sure to
get a photo of the winner with the prize
Have vetted out log books available before hand

Emergency!
99.9% of the time rides run perfectly smoothly and nothing goes wrong. Unfortunately there
is the odd occurrence of somebody getting injured or lost. A good ride committee will have a
simple, practiced emergency plan where everyone is aware of the steps should an accident
occur.
The following information is directly from the AUSPORT website
A typical emergency plan may include reference to items such as:
1. The processes and the actions required of key personnel in the event of an emergency.
Each person should be familiar with their role and the actions required of them in an
emergency. These roles should be understood by all involved. This may include coaches,
officials, volunteers, parents, etc.
2. The location of the nearest phone and a list of telephone numbers for ambulance, local
hospital or local health professional.
To avoid numerous people calling for emergency services, everyone involved in an incident
should be aware of who is responsible for emergency services.
The designated caller should also know the location of the nearest phone. All appropriate
telephone numbers should be listed next to the telephone.
If a mobile phone is used, make sure the caller makes the call from a quiet location with
suitable mobile coverage.
3. The address details of the venue at which the event is being held, and in particular, any
special directions that need to be conveyed to emergency response personnel.
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In circumstances where a medical professional or ambulance needs to be called, they should
be given any special directions for easy access to the venue and injured player.
Venues should also ensure that designated access is available to emergency vehicles and the
access is kept clear.
4. The person designated to take the lead responsibility in the plan.
Each person involved should know who will coordinate activities during an incident. This
person plays a vital role in ensuring all aspects of the plan are fulfilled before, during and
after an incident.
5. The location of any first aid and emergency equipment if required.
Like the telephone, this should be in an accessible location.
First aid supplies should always be current and well-stocked, so consideration should be given
to allocating responsibility for first aid supply maintenance.
6. Contact details for parents, legal guardians or next of kin.
Someone should have the responsibility of informing parents, legal guardians or next of kin
following the incident.
The type of details to be conveyed should also be clearly specified and medical details should
only be conveyed by, or with approval from, medical personnel.
7. Incident report forms and processes.
All incidents should be well documented using the appropriate AERA forms, which are
available with the ride stationary and/or the Chief Steward. These should be given to the
Chief Steward for reporting and copies securely stored for future reference.
It is important that all personnel are aware of their role and required actions in the
emergency plan. Emergency plans should be documented and communicated to all club
members and participants. These plans should be regularly updated, and ideally should be
rehearsed often for reinforcement of actions.
Although these incidents may not occur often, a sound, communicated and well-understood
emergency plan may mean the difference between life and death in an emergency situation.
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Part 4 – Cleaning Up and
Reviewing
Thank You’s
A simple phone call or letter is a great way to show the people who have helped out with the
ride how appreciative of their help your club is. Another idea is to hold a thank you BBQ or
function, particularly if the goal of the ride was to raise funds for a specific purpose or
donation, people who helped will get a good kick out of seeing the end result.
Some of the people that should be thanked in the days after the ride are:
 Land Owners
 Volunteers, officials and helpers
 Competitors who went out of their way to help the ride organisers
 Other clubs or groups that you may have borrowed equipment from
 Sponsors – sample sponsors thank you letter, see page 39.

Post – Ride Review meeting
Try to hold this meeting 1 -2 weeks after the event while it is still fresh in everybody’s minds.
Try not to look for excuses on what did not go to plan but rather what could be done
differently to avoid the problem or make it better!
A good plan for the meeting is to go back over the stages of the ride individually and look at
what went well, what didn’t and what improvements could be made for the next ride.
Another good review meeting method is for each member of the committee to give one
highlight, then one low light and finish with another high.
The other outcome from the meeting is to look ahead at the future. Maybe plan a thank you
dinner or party for volunteers and landowners, decide on who is going to write the post ride
publications and most importantly if you want to do it again!

Post-Ride Publications
Again like the Post ride meeting the sooner after the ride these are done the easier it is. A
short message or photos on Facebook the night after the ride talking about
 the amount of entries
 who the winners were
 what time they completed in
 thank you’s
A full ride review should be sent to the Endurance NSW newsletter editor that includes the
above information.
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Part 5 – Links, Forms, Letters and
Checklists
Ride Forms & Personnel
Endurance NSW Website – check the website for the latest formswww.Nswera.asn.au
AERA for Rule Book and Biosecurity Statement www.Aera.asn.au

NSW & Australian Governments






Risk management
Rewarding Volunteers - Ideas to thank Volunteers
Runningyour club - Whether you have 10 members or 10,000 this site provides best
practice guidelines, useful tips, suggestions, templates and checklists for anyone who
wants to know more about how to run a club.
Retention of Officials
Sponsorship - Overview on how to attract, get and keep Sponsors.

Useful websites
www.actsport.com.au
www.ausport.gov.au
https://sportandrecreation.nsw.gov.au
www.sportnsw.com.au
www.vera.asn.au
www.qldendurance.asn.au

Buckle Companies
(There are others, we don’t offer any opinion on whether these are the best).
Bielby Badges
20 Elizabeth St
Harrington NSW
Phone fax: 6556 1701
Mobile: 0427 859 675
beilbybadges@hotmail.com
Auscraft Medals

12 Industrial Rd
Harrington NSW

Phone 6556 1071
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Example of a Successful Sponsorship
Program
Club Goal:
 To raise enough money to pay for 1st place and best conditioned rugs in every division at
the annual club event.
 To promote the sport and event in the local area, thus attracting more competitors
 To gain product sponsors for encouragement of riders
A clear set of goals to achieve is essential to running a
successful sponsorship program
What the club can offer Sponsors
 Name or logo embroidered on prize
 Invitation to come to event, give speech at presentation and present award
 Inclusion of logo or brand on event advertisement
 Links to sponsors website on the event website
 Product endorsement from the club
 Reduced or free entry fees
List all the things the club can do for the sponsor, focus
on what the sponsor could get out of it more than what
the club can.
Plan a list of all the potential sponsors
 Feed Stores
 Saddleries
 Online Stores
 Local businesses
Research the Sponsors
 How will the sponsorship help that business?
 Is there already a similar business sponsoring the event?
 Is the business already sponsoring a similar event?
 Is there a potential for a long term relationship between the sponsor and the event?
Approach the sponsor
 Co-ordinate between the club who can be responsible for approaching and maintaining the
sponsor, a co-ordinated effort will reflect positively.
 Put the Sponsorship proposal in writing – be sure to include information about the club
and the event, what and how much the club would like (cash/products) how the
sponsorship will benefit the sponsor (include any research on the sponsor), and what they
get for their money.
 Try to personally deliver the proposal to the manager or owner
 Follow up on the sponsorship a few days later
 If they choose not to sponsor the event be sure to ask why not and what you could do in
the future to have a better chance of getting the sponsorship.
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Take care of the Sponsor
 If the Sponsor accepts the sponsorship send a thank you letter or phone call straight away
acknowledging them of it, telling the sponsor how excited the club is to have them on
board.
 When the award has been made, send the sponsor a photo of the award; show them any
promotional work that has been done by the club for their business. Invite them again to
the event.
 At the event talk the sponsor up as much as possible to whoever will listen- you never
know if someone is friends or related to the sponsor.
 Make sure you have their logo or business name displayed at the event – event if it is a
laminated paper at the office.
 Get a photo of the award winner with the award that has been sponsored, so you can
send it with a thank you letter
 Send a thank you letter talking about how successful the event was, how much the club
promoted the sponsorship, who won any sponsored prizes and how the club would be
excited for the sponsor to sponsor future events.
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Ride Previews
Ride Preview - 6 Months before event
Try to use as much positive tone as possible to sell the idea of people planning their riding
calendar to attend your event. Show them why they should come to your clubs event.
Include the following information:












Name of ride and club
Date of event
Photos of previous events, or the base and tracks
Ride Location
Ride Distances
Standard vetting/Vet gate into hold
Brief course description
Sponsors logos
Special information – e.g.: Dogs allowed, Biosecurity requirements, no frills
Contact information
Pre-nomination information.

Ride Preview - 2 - 4 Months before event
Try to use as much positive tone as possible and include the following information:
 Name of ride and club
 Date of event
 Ride Location and directions from major roads
 When the base opens/closes
 Ride Distances and Entry Fees
 Standard vetting/Vet gate into hold
 Brief course description
 Start Times
 Catering information, what is available?
 Sponsors logos
 Special information – e.g. Dogs allowed, Biosecurity requirements, no frills
 Contact information
 Pre-nomination information.
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Sample Letters
Sample Letter to Ambulance
< insert town>Ambulance Station,
Dear Sir,
The <insert club name>Club is holding the < Event name>Endurance ride on the<insert
date>.
It will consist of an 80km endurance horse ride starting at 5am; a 40km intermediate ride
starting at 6am and a 20km introductory ride starting at 7am, the majority of the 80km ride,
the introductory and intermediate will all be completed by 1pm and the remaining 80km
riders are all required to be finished before 3pm. We expect 100 riders in total.
The ride base is located at < insert full address of base camp> , and the course travels from
there along <insert brief description of course location> where it then returns to the base.
There will be 6 radio ‘checkpoints’ located around the course all with UHF radio
communication back to base so that the location of all competitors are known at all times.
On the day <insert ride directors name>, the <insert club name> president will be in charge
of the ride and should for any reason he is needed to be contacted he will be able to be
contacted by telephone on <insert mobile number> and by UHF radio on channel <insert
UHF channel if used>. If for whatever reason he is unable to be contacted I will be able to be
reached via telephone on < insert ride secretaries mobile number> .
Many thanks and hopefully we will not have to call upon your deeply valued services,
<insert
<insert
<insert
<insert

Secretary name>
Address>
phone number>
Email>
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Sample Letter to Police
< insert Area Command>Police Station,
Dear Sir,
The <insert club name>Club wishes to inform you that the <inset club name> will be holding
the < Event name> Endurance ride on the<insert date>.
It will consist of an 80km endurance horse ride starting at 5am; a 40km intermediate ride
starting at 6am and a 20km introductory ride starting at 7am, the majority of the 80km ride,
the introductory and intermediate will all be completed by 1pm and the remaining 80km
riders are all required to be finished before 3pm. We expect 100 riders in total.
The ride base is located at < insert full address of base camp> , and the course travels from
there <insert brief description of course location> where it then returns to the base. We do
not wish to close any roads or restrict traffic movement in anyway and any riders caught
disobeying road rules will be disqualified immediately.
On the day <insert ride directors name>, the <insert club name> president will be in charge
of the ride and should for any reason he is needed to be contacted he will be able to be
contacted by telephone on <insert mobile number> and by UHF radio on channel <insert UHF
channel if used>. If for whatever reason he is unable to be contacted I will be able to be
reached via telephone on < insert ride secretaries mobile number> .
Many thanks,

<insert Secretary name>
<insert Address>
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Thank you Letter
<insert phone number>
<insert Email>

Dear <insert name>,

<club name>
<club address

On behalf of the <insert club or association> I wish to sincerely thank you for all of your
assistance to run the < insert event name>.
Your valued contribution resulted in a memorable weekend for all involved and it is because
of people like yourself who gave up their time and effort the event was such a success.
As a club our challenge is to now maintain the enthusiasm and further promote the values of
our club and our sport in the local area. We are sure that with the support we have been
shown by people such as yourself and the community we will be able to achieve this.
Once again thank you,
Sincerely,
< insert senders name>
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Checklists
Checklist 7 - Day after Ride Post Ride
Yes

No

Started

All gates on course closed
Stray livestock returned to home
Markers removed from main roads
Water containers removed from course
Base is cleaned up
Database is connected to internet and
results uploaded to AERAspace
Hire equipment returned
Helpers thanked by quick email, call or
message
Brief ride review posted on
AussieEndurance and social media
Club Meeting date planned
Notes:
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Checklist 8 -2 weeks Post Ride
Yes

No

Started

Day-after ride checklist completed
Equipment borrowed from other clubs
returned
Bibs washed and returned
Computer, Printer, Scales and scanner
returned to Zone
All markers taken down off course
Stocktake of Markers completed and
recorded
Fees paid to Endurance NSW and Zone
Helpers thanked by letter
ride review for Endurance NSW newsletter
sent
Budget finalised
Sponsors thanked by letter
Club meeting conducted or planned to
review event
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